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This game is an absolute headache to play. The HOG pictures are blurry, grainy, or just plain aggravating, and there is no real
story line or worthwhile puzzles. I bought it on sale, so I don't feel at all bad about writing it off as a loss. I don't think it's worth
finishing.. I'm not really sure what to say about this experience, other than it's a meaningful one. I've never dealt with the
problems this game tackles, yet I find myself struggling to find the words for what it made me feel. I'm in a state of not
understanding, but I'd rather something get me to realize that than leave me in ignorant "bliss". This game, or rather this
experience, is more than worth your time.. I really enjoyed playing this little adventure. It is no usual jump and run, maybe a
mixture between jump an run and point and click. It is pretty quit and relaxing in the beginning but it has its own little story, so
you are not forced to buy the other games. Nevertheless I think it is pretty good and sweet.. Its a trap, not Worth it. Just buy
"Shen last gift, Alien hunters, War of the Chosen and original game Xcom 2" separately. Other DLC not worth your money,
they heavy, they expensive for their price, they make game load longer.... A fun, silly experience. The youtube app in-game is
what makes this fun. You cannot intereact with the enviroment beyond some glowsticks, glasses, and pool cue, but there is a
MDA filter option which is fun. I enjoyed it enough to play it for an hour but couldn't reccomened it to people beyond those
who would enjoy this sort of thing.. I have just under 2 hours in this game, but I can tell I'm going to get a lot of play time out of
this.
It's not like what I say actually matters, because everyone on steam has an opinion.
Here's what I like:
- The ambience is great
- Unique controls (I play with a keyboard and it's really not that bad to control. I think you'd have to be a derp to not be able to
handle the controls.)
- Material use require a measure of sustainability
- The in-game economy with merchants is clever
- Fishing mini game is fun
- Tasks / Quests feel like they offer progression throughout the game, not just a "Checklist" quest line
- The characters make me lol
Here's what I don't like (trivial stuff):
- I want to be able to move my house / customize my house.
- The combat is wonky. I can often hit a monster 178 gorillion miles away; I think that's probably because the planet is small and
the field of depth has to compensate.
- Only one game save
Either way, if you liked Stardew Valley or Harvest moon, you're gonna love the♥♥♥♥♥♥outta this game.
AND
For my shekel pinching friends: it's cheap.
Who doesn't love a cheap, fun game with plenty of play time to offer?. Locked Fears is overall a great game. Being chased by
something sinister and mysterious has always been a big factor for games IMO. Game 8\/10 Graphics is 10\/10 Audio is 7\/10,
meaning it is desynced at some points and I noticed a lot of 'dead' parts when it came to the audio.
Also, dealing with the 'smoke monster' is quite a challenge. It sometimes camps on the areas you need to go. The game also does
not give enough clues to help the players. A huge trial and error.
Here's my take on Locked Fears on YouTube:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=-blLngJDNOw
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The first few minutes are extremely frustrating, learning to jump through what the course is going to be, rather than what it is.
However, it becomes insanely fun once you get used to it. If you're as Iucky as I was in finding plenty of friends willing to push
through that initial learning curve, you're in for one of the most amazing party game experiences of your life.
I'm also in love with the whole "Pixar end credits" aesthetic.. Another game I first got the chance to play on my trusty old
cellphone.
As you would expect, it plays much better on PC than the mobile version, and while it still is minimalistic and short, you can
still face one heck of a challenge as you keep playing through all the levels.
Hope to see more from the devs soon too!. Great find!. The game is fun but needs more updates. SO BAD THAT IT'S GOOD!.
I love RutonyChat because it actually works when you learn how to use it. Was well worth the money.
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